This Week in Science

Priority One: Rescue the Environment


Paleoanthropology Gets Physical ■ Racemization Dating: Great Expectations

Hearing on Lab Vandalism ■ Old Law Puts a New Wrinkle in Fraud Probes ■ Science Indicators: Healthy... For Now

The Microchip Microbe Hunters ■ New Lightest Aerogel Is Nothing to Look At ■ Puzzling Out the Tectonic Plates ■ Concerns Raised About Mouse Models for AIDS

Briefings: China Curbs Outflow of Students ■ The NSF and Biodiversity ■ Testing Relativity ■ Perils of Moderation ■ Poles Plug In ■ British Brain Drain ■ Biotech Protection ■ Alps Threatened with Deforestation ■ Primate Use Down ■ OTA Speaks Out on Communications

Race and Imprisonment Decisions in California: S. Klein, J. Petersilia, S. Turner ■ "Dead Quasars" in Nearby Galaxies?: M. J. Rees

Induction of Chronic Myelogenous Leukemia in Mice by the P210(bcr/abl) Gene of the Philadelphia Chromosome: G. Q. Daley, R. A. Van Etten, D. Baltimore


Painting the Phase Space Portrait of an Integrable Dynamical System: S. Coffey, A. Depriit, E. Depriit, L. Healy
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COVER  Graphical representation of the motion of satellite orbits in phase space (the space whose dimensions are position and momentum). Each point fixes the orbital eccentricity and argument of perigee; color bands correspond to constant energy levels. Rendered by contour "painting" on a massively parallel processor, the plot reveals a startling configuration of equilibria spawned by pitchfork and saddle node bifurcations. See page 833. [Computer graphics generated on a Thinking Machines Corporation CM-2 by Etienne Deprit and Liam Healy, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC; photographic image by Mark Stucky]
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